Installation Procedure
1. Clean Select a highly visible, completely flat surface on the device,
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preferably the outside lid of a notebook or on the main body of a small
mobile device. Clean the location with the alcohol swab provided. Let the
alcohol dry completely. Peel the protective backing from the plate.

2. Apply Gel Apply a very thin strip of gel along the entire width of the tattoo
so the gel will cover the whole tattoo area when the plate is applied to the
surface of the device. Careful—too much gel will ooze out from under the
plate!
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Warning: Adhesive instantly bonds skin and can cause severe eye damage.
Read caution statement on tube.

3. Apply Plate Immediately place the plate on the case before the gel begins
to set. Align either the left or right edge on the device first, then slowly
lay the plate down. Press firmly on the plate until you obtain a firm bond
(approximately 20 seconds). Caution: the plate may slide a bit before
bonding completely. Then press firmly all over the plate area to ensure a flat,
airtight bond.
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4. If Excess Gel If excess gel appears at the edges of the plate, remove it
immediately by gently scooping it away with the protective backing you
peeled from the back of the plate in Step 1.

5. Apply Red Sticker Apply the red warning sticker next to the plate.
6. Register Log onto www.stoptheft.com and register your information and
STOP identification number. This information will allow us to contact you
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Attention: When you sell or return your
equipment, do not remove the STOP plate!
This will reveal the “Stolen Property” tattoo
and render the equipment impossible to
resell. Legitimate buyers of used equipment can re-register it for FREE at
www.stoptheft.com/trackset. So that used equipment can be registered
without having to contact you for verification, please send STOP the ID
numbers of decommissioned equipment for our records.

STOP Security Tracking of Office Property
17 High Street
Norwalk, CT 06851

Phone: +1 800 488 STOP (7867)
E-mail: stopcontact@stoptheft.com
Web:
www.stoptheft.com

